Those extra pounds are
NOT your fault!
Studies show that 90% of Americans
are missing a natural nutrient that
keeps you thin. See Page 4.

New, Natural
Weight-Loss

BREAKTHROUGH!
Shed Unwanted Pounds and Inches Fast and Easy, Plus
Be Healthier and More Confident With ...
9

No drugs

9

No ephedra, caffeine, ma huang or stimulants

9

No exercise

9

No hunger

9

No restrictive diets

“End your
struggle with
excess pounds
and inches

once and
for all!”
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By David Karem, M.D., PhD.
Dear Friend,
If you would like to lose some weight, you’re not alone.
Recent studies show that 58 million American adults -- that’s one out of every three -- are
overweight. At any given time, 40% of all women and 24% of men are struggling with some
type of diet or weight-loss program.
You have been on a diet, and you know that “struggle” is exactly what losing weight is all
about. The typical feelings of hunger, fatigue, irritability, mood swings, deprivation, and inability to concentrate make losing weight unbearable to achieve, and virtually impossible to sustain.
Until now.

All-natural weight loss breakthrough
ends your diet struggle once and for all!
In this report, I am excited to bring you the latest news about an amazing breakthrough in natural weight loss that will end your struggle with weight loss for good.
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This discovery is a powerful, new and unique
formulation of all-natural fat burners and
metabolism enhancers.

fashions!
9 Become more attractive to your mate

in your step. Your clothes fit
better and you look and feel
more sexy and attractive.

But even if losing weight
9 Feel more romantic didn’t change your outward
and enjoy better sex!
appearance one bit, there’s
one important reason why you
9 Feel energized and
should still eliminate extra fat.
happier!
Your life.

Studies show these special nutrients will have
extra pounds and inches
virtually melting off of
your waist, hips, arms
And you’ll enjoy all these
and bottom ... with no
Excess weight has been
life-changing benefits with ...
effort at all!
directly linked to many physidangerous
drugs
NO
cal problems that can not only
This incredible weight-loss
make your life miserable ...
breakthrough will renew and
NO hunger or diets
they can end your life premarevitalize your whole life!
turely.
Here’s what this means if losNO ephedra, ma huang,
ing weight has become a
caffeine or stimulants
Studies show that if you are
struggle for you:
overweight, you have a drastiNO grueling exercise
Within days from now -- as
cally higher chance of experifast, safe and easily as taking
The best part is, this break- encing:
a vitamin -- you will ...
through is so safe and natural,
8 DIABETES -- Nearly
9 Shed excess fat and you don’t even have to see
80% of people with diainches quickly, easily your doctor for a prescription.
betes are obese.
and permanently!
Before I fully explain how
to start melting away fat and
9 Shrink several dress inches while regaining energy,
and pant sizes!
strength and happiness with
9 Fit into clothes you this weight loss breakthrough,
never thought you’d get I want you to understand that
...
back into!
9 Feel more full of energy, enthusiasm and
happiness than you
have in years!

Your very life depends
on losing extra weight.

One of the main reasons
people want to lose weight is
9 Eat whatever you to improve their outward
appearance. There’s no queswant without guilt!
tion that with less weight you
9 Have more self-confi- feel better about yourself.
You project an air of confidence and pride!
dence and success. You have
9 Wear all the latest an energetic snap and swagger
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8 HEART DISEASE -70% of diagnosed cases
of cardiovascular disease are related to too
much weight.
8G A L L B L A D D E R
DISEASE -- The incidence of painful gallstones soars as your
weight increases.
8 HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE -- Being overweight more than doubles your chance of
developing this lifethreatening condition.
8B R E A S T A N D
COLON CANCER -50% of all breast cancer
cases and 42% of colon
cancer cases are diagnosed among people
who are overweight.

slow you way down.
8 DEATH -- 300,000
deaths every year are
So no matter how deterattributed to excess
mined
you may be to endure
weight and inactivity.
the hunger, deprivation,
Obviously, being over- fatigue, and jitters; no matter
weight takes a very real toll on how badly you want to fit in
your body and your emotions. smaller, new clothes; no matThat’s why so many people ter desperate you are to look
want desperately to lose sexier and feel better ... you
can’t win against your own
weight.
body’s fight for survival.
Yet despite the intense
And the dismal facts prove
motivation and desire to lose
weight, few people are ever it’s true:
successful. Why? Mainly
8 Less than 5% of all
because we’ve been trying to
dieters actually lose a
go about it the wrong way.
significant amount of
weight and maintain that
Diets don’t work!
weight loss over a fiveOne look at the root of the
year period.
word “diet” should tell you
8 90% of all dieters
there’s a problem. It’s “die”.
regain some or all of the
Dieting is just a polite way to
weight originally lost.
describe voluntary starvation.
8 More than 33% gain
However glamorous peoback more weight than
ple try to make it seem, dietthey lost.
ing is as unnatural and
unhealthy as starvation. Your
The bottom line is, diets
body fights your efforts to diet
don’t
work. They never have,
like it’s fighting for your very
never will. So forget about
life. Because it is.
dieting to lose weight.
When your body is being
New discovery reveals
“starved” by a diet ...
8 Instead of burning fat ...

that being overweight is
not your fault!

... your body tries to
Consider the case with
store more of it.
chromium. Scientists have
studied this essential trace
8 Instead of speeding up
mineral for years to underyour metabolism ...
stand its role in maintaining
... your body tries to healthy weight and digestion.
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Specifically, chromium has that chromium is just one of
been found to:
the vital nutrients you may not
be getting enough of to help
1. Control hunger and you lose weight and maintain
suppress appetite by a slim, healthier appearance.
boosting the metabolism
of glucose and regulatStop and think for a
ing insulin levels.
moment about the significance of this incredible dis2. Reduce body fat up to covery:
50% more than a placebo group in controlled
-- Your body needs
studies.
chromium and other
nutrients to help you
3. Maintain
healthy
lose weight and keep
blood levels of cholesyou thin.
terol and other lipids.
-- Only certain foods
It’s obvious that chromium
provide these nutrients.
is vital for helping your body
eliminate fat and keep you
-- When you diet, you
thin. There’s only one probeat less food, so you get
even less of the nutrients
lem:
you need to be thin.
Scientists have discov-- Plus ... when you diet,
ered that 90% of
your body tries to add
Americans do not get
more weight by storing
enough chromium in
more fat and slowing
their daily diets.
down your metabolism.
Do you understand what
It’s no wonder you -- and
this means? Being overweight is NOT your fault. millions of others -- are
Without enough chromium, struggling with your weight!
you don’t stand a chance of It’s not your fault!
getting or staying slim no matFortunately, studies show
ter how much you try and diet.
that when you give your body
In fact, because you eat the right amount of chromium
less when you diet, you get and these other specific nutrieven less of the valuable ents that promote weight loss,
chromium that you need. And fat-burning and increased
losing weight becomes even metabolism,
your
extra
pounds and inches will seem
more difficult.
to melt off ... without even
And studies now reveal thinking about a diet, hunger,
5

or exercise!

Turn up the heat on
your natural
fat-burning furnace!
You may be surprised to
know that fat is not the enemy
we’ve been led to believe. In
fact, without fat, we would die
because we need fat to generate energy. Fat is only bad
when your body has too much
of it.
The good news is that your
body is already a powerful fatburning machine. Every cell
in your body already metabolizes fat to generate the energy
you need to live.
The secret to safe, natural, long-lasting weight
loss is to get more
excess fat to your cells

can’t maximize the burning of absorb cobalamin from the
fat.
foods you eat resulting in a
deficiency. Dieting only furAcetyl-l-carnitine -- Once the ther compounds this problem.
fire in your metabolic furnace
is turned into a blaze by Folic Acid -- is an organic
CoQ10, your body needs to compound essential to your
keep a steady stream of fat growth and health. One of its
pouring into your cells to be main roles is to act as a support to the metabolic process.
burned.
That’s the important role
played by the amino acid. It
facilitates the transport and
metabolism of fats into the
heart of each cell’s furnace.
Studies show that low levels
of acetyl-l-carnitine result in
lower fat metabolism. In
addition, studies show that
so it can be burned away acetyl-l-carnitine helps reduce
by your natural fat-burn- levels of cholesterol and
ing processes.
triglycerides.
Research shows that’s
exactly what certain nutrients
do for your body when taken
in the appropriate dosage.
CoQ10 -- No natural nutrient
may be more important for
burning fat and supercharging
your metabolism than than
Co-enzyme Q10 (CoQ10).
CoQ10 is found in every single cell in your body where it
has only one job: it speeds up
your metabolic process to provide the energy you need for
all your bodily functions.
Think of CoQ10 as the
valve that turns up the heat in
your body’s natural fat-burning furnace. Without ample
amounts of CoQ10, your body

Pyridoxine -- is a nutrient that
performs a wide variety of
functions in your body. It is
an essential component of
more than 100 natural
enzymes that are involved in
maintaining a strong metabolism.

Replace sagging fat with
sexy, firm muscle ...
without exercise!
There is no better way to
naturally increase your metabolism and eliminate extra
pounds and inches than by
adding muscle.
That’s
because muscle requires a lot
of energy simply to maintain.
The more energy required,
the more fat will be burned.
Increasing your muscle tissue
begins a never-ending cycle of
having more energy and less
fat.
This is
Important:
NOT about starting a
grueling exercise program or trying to look
like a muscle-bound Mr.
or Ms. Universe.

But because it is water-soluble, it must be replenished in
your body every day. Any
shortage of pyridoxine in your
All you need to do is help
body will limit your body’s
your body naturally replace
ability to burn stored fat.
saggy skin and flabby arms,
Cobalamin -- is another legs and buttocks with firm,
water-soluble nutrient that sexy muscle.
plays an essential role in
Research shows that your
maintaining a healthy, fatburning metabolism. As your body develops muscle naturalbody ages, it is less able to ly through the release of a sub6

stance called HGH. But as
you age, your body produces
less and less HGH. That’s
why we all become more flabby as we get older.
Fortunately, there are certain nutrients that naturally
stimulate your body to
increase its natural supply of
HGH so you replace flab and
fat with muscle safely, quickly
and easily.
Ornithine alpha-ketoglutarate (OKG) -- is a combination of basic amino acids
that has been shown to promote the production of HGH
and support healthy metabolism throughout the body. The
double benefit is an increase
in lean muscle for long-term
fat reduction and an immediate increase in fat-burning
metabolism.

GABA -- is an amino acid that
functions as a neurotransmitter. Studies show GABA
stimulates the brain to
increase production of HGH
by up to 550%. This results in
increased metabolism of
stored fat, an increase in lean
muscle tissue and a more
healthy body.

inches as quickly as possible,
you should try to reduce the
amount of fat, and fat-making
foods you eat.

But if, while you are burning wood, a friend comes
behind you and continues
adding new wood to the pile,
it will take much longer to
eliminate.

Phenylalanine -- is an essential amino acid that plays an
important role in brain function. Specifically, phenylalanine acts to soothe your brain
and reduce the sensation of
hunger so you can overcome
cravings for foods you shouldn’t eat. Being an essential
amino acid, your body cannot
create phenylalanine on its
own. You must add it through
diet or supplements.

Don’t eat less. And by all
means don’t diet. Just make
better choices about what you
eat.

Unfortunately, your body
has
become programmed to
Eat less sweets and
enjoy the sweets and fats.
fat-producing foods
When eaten, they even stimuwithout hunger
late your body to release
or cravings.
pleasure hormones. So cutting back on them is very difPretend for a moment that ficult.
you have a pile of wood
you’re trying to get rid of.
The good news is that natuYou decide that you will burn ral nutrients have been found
it in a bon-fire. So you get the to reduce your appetite,
fire roaring and continuously squelch your sweet tooth and
move wood from the pile to even make you feel full and
the bon-fire. Steadily the pile satisfied without eating the
will disappear.
junk.

It’s the same with your
body.

Even when you add the
nutrients to get your fat-furnace devouring fat at its peak
level, you will not lose weight
as quickly if you continue to Chymotrypsin -- is a natural
add to the pile of extra fat in enzyme that aids digestion.
your body.
By supporting digestive function, chymotrypsin ensures
This means to lose fat and
that your body receives maxi7

mum nutrition from every
food you eat, thereby reducing
the chance that you will feel
the need to eat too much.
Carboxymethylcellu-lose
(CMC) -- is a specialized
form of fiber found in the
stems, seeds and leaves of
plants. This remarkable nutrient is perfect because in addition to lowering cholesterol
and improving digestibility, it
enhances weight loss in two
very important ways:

Countless research proves
2. Reduces Appetite -Studies show that CMC the nutrients in Ultra-Trim
acts to decrease hunger Plus are safe, natural and
and reduce food intake. effective. Yet they’ve never
been combined together into
The result is that by adding one single, super-potent forCMC to your diet, you will mula ... until now.
lose weight faster, and experiBreakthrough natural
ence less hunger and cravings.

formula melts away fat
Finally! A safe,
like liposuction ... only
natural, non-prescription without surgery or drugs!
weight-loss breakthrough
Only the exclusive Ultra... guaranteed to help
Trim Plus formulation comyou lose weight
bines the most powerful
fast and easy!
1. Reduces Fat -weight loss nutrients known to

Studies show that CMC
reduces the absorption
of fat by your body.
This means less of the
fat you eat gets added to
the excess fat you are
trying to lose.

FPO -- NEED
MUCH BETTER PHOTO

Researchers at Unique
International have combined
all the proven, powerful
weight loss nutrients revealed
in this report, into one easy-touse formula for the very first
time ever!

man.

With this revolutionary
new weight loss tablet boosting your metabolism, eliminating fat, increasing lean
muscle and reducing your
hunger and appetite, the
This amazing breakthrough excess pounds and inches will
formula is called Ultra-Trim disappear faster and easier
than you could ever imagine.
Plus.
It’s almost like having lipoIf you’ve struggled with
suction without any of the
losing extra pounds and inchpain, expense or risk.
es, Ultra-Trim Plus can help
you safely and naturally
Lose weight fast and
become thinner and healthier
safe, the way your
in no time ...
body intended!
9 Without dangerous drugs
...

The cutting-edge research
behind Ultra-Trim Plus
9 without
stimulants, proves what our bodies have
ephedra or ma huang ... been telling us all along.
9 without dieting ...
9 without exercise ...
9 with virtually no effort
at all!
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To lose weight, you
should NEVER deprive
your body of food.
Instead,

All you need to do is
ADD the precise nutrients that help your
body burn fat, increase
energy and keep you
thin naturally.
This is incredibly good
news for anyone struggling to
lose weight. It means you can
be thinner and healthier without dieting, without starvation
... with virtually no effort at
all.

clothes ...

weight fast and easy ... no
... soon you’ll need to matter how many diets, pills
go shopping for all and programs you’ve tried and
new, much smaller have failed you before!
sizes.
I know how frustrating
(and depressing) it can be to
You start using Ultra-Trim suffer with extra pounds and
Plus with low self-esteem ...
inches -- even if it’s only 10 or
... soon you will feel 20 pounds.
proud and confident.
But now Ultra-Trim Plus
gives you a safe, effective
You start using Ultra-Trim
treatment with the fastest actPlus feeling weak and
ing, most potent formula ever
fatigued ...
developed, to conquer this
... soon you will have unhealthy and depressing
more
energy
and problem.
excitement than you
Your whole life will
ever imagined.

The difficulty has been
knowing exactly which nutrients -- and in what amount -will supercharge your body’s
change!
fat burning machine. That’s
You
start
using
Ultra-Trim
what Ultra-Trim Plus gives
Just think of what having
you in each easy-to-swallow Plus feeling unattractive and
powerful and fast Ultra-Trim
unromantic ...
tablet!
Plus will mean for your life...
... soon you’ll be receivUltra-Trim Plus provides
>>> You’ll eat whatever you
ing
compliments
left
safe, easy weight loss that
want!
and right, and your sex
lasts because all you’re doing
life will skyrocket!
is replacing the natural weight
loss nutrients your body needs
in the first place.

You’ll be ready for a
whole new life!
With
these
powerful
weight-loss nutrients combined into one formula, you’ll
get all their fat-busting power
the fast, easy way.
Just days after you begin
taking Ultra-Trim Plus you
will start noticing the difference. For example,

All with
9 no drugs
9 no ephedra, caffeine,
ma huang or stimulants
9 no exercise
9 no starvation
9 no restrictive diets

Never worry about
dieting or
gaining weight again!

With Ultra-Trim Plus’s
You start using Ultra-Trim
unique combination of powerPlus wearing your current size
ful fat-busters, you will lose
9

>>> You’ll have energy to package for your complete and self-confidence ... if you
do whatever you want! privacy with an unconditional want to change your whole
>>> You’ll never feel guilty, 30 day money back guarantee. outlook on life ... try UltraTrim Plus today. It’s safe.
embarrassed or deThere is no risk!
It’s natural, and it works.
pressed about your
weight again!
>>> You’ll have a whole
new level of confidence!

Your satisfaction is
guaranteed!

I promise you and everyone you know will be astonIn short, you will feel like a
ished at the results. The most
whole new person!
impressive thing you’ll notice
And you’ll never have to is how quickly and easily you
worry about struggling with will lose all your unwanted
your weight again.
pounds and inches.
Believe me, whatever you
And with Ultra Trim Plus,
want to eat, whatever new
the pounds just keep coming
fashions you want to wear,
off with NO dieting, NO exeryou’ll be able to do it all!
cising, NO deprivation, NO
Ultra-Trim Plus is the
drugs ... NO effort on your
part at all.
most powerful

natural formula for
fast, safe weight loss
ever developed!
Only Ultra-Trim Plus,
from Unique International
combines these potent fatfighters ... chromium, carboxymethycellulose, acetyl lcarnitine, ornithine, glycine,
GABA, chymotrypsin, pyridoxine, cobalamin, CoQ10
and folic acid ... together for
the first time in one, easy-touse tablet.

Best of all, that extra
weight you’ve struggled with
for years will be gone for
good. I guarantee it.
If you are dissatisfied for
any reason ... if you do
not lose pounds and
inches quickly ... simply
return the unused portion of your shipment
within 60 days, and I
will personally see to it
that your full payment is
refunded immediately ...
without any questions or
delay.

All the most powerful
nutrients you need are in
Ultra-Trim Plus. Nothing
If you want to look and
that will help you has been left
feel like a million bucks ... if
out.
you want to prevent serious
Unique International ships health problems ... if you want
Ultra-Trim Plus in a plain to overcome lack of energy
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Ultra-Trim Plus is not
available in stores. You can
only get it by calling 1-800658-5733 or by mailing the
No-Risk Order Form on page
11.
Sincerely Yours,

David Karem MD
David Karem
M.D., Ph.D.

Ultra-Trim Plus
Risk-Free Savings Form
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 YES, I want to lose all my excess pounds and inches – safely,

quickly and naturally without restrictive diets, drugs, stimulants or
exercise! Please send me the following risk-free supply of Ultra-Trim Plus right now:
Best
Buy!



12 Month Supply Now Only $xxx + $xxx S&H



6 Month Supply Now Only $xxxx + $xxx S&H

Save over $xxx
Plus FREE “HealthBounder” ($150 Value!)
Save over $xxx
Plus FREE “HealthBounder” ($150 Value!)



3 Month Supply Now Only $xxxx + $xxx S&H

Save over $xxx



FREE HealthBounder!

1 Month Supply Now Only $xxxx + $xxx S&H
ACK

ONEY-B

If for any reason you are not
100% satisfied with Ultra-Trim
Plus, simply send back the bottles
and your money will be immediately refunded. No questions asked.

High quality 40" foldable mini-trampoline makes aerobic & strength workouts
pure fun! Sells for $150. Yours FREE
with a Risk-Free 6 or 12-month supply.

E!
ANTE
R
A
U
G
100% M

FREE
GIFT!

Method of Payment

 $ ___________ Check or Money Order Enclosed
Payable to: Unique International
Or, Charge My:
 MasterCard

 Visa  Discover  Am Ex

Card
No.________________________________________

FPO -- NEED
MUCH BETTER
PHOTO

Exp.____/____
Signature__________________________________

Ship To:
Name:_______________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

For Fastest Service:

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-658-5733
Fax 24 Hours: 800-720-1240
Or, Mail Your Risk-Free Order to:
Unique International, Inc.
6501 E. Greenway Pkwy #102-106
Scottsdale, AZ 85254

City:___________________ST:______

Zip:_________________

Telephone:___________________________________________
(In case there is a question about your order.)

Call Toll Free, or Return This
Form By Mail or Fax Today!

New, Natural
Weight-Loss

Thous
a
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ady
Lost!

BREAKTHROUGH!
Shed Unwanted Pounds and Inches Fast and Easy, Plus
Be Healthier and More Confident With ...
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No drugs

9

No ephedra, caffeine, ma huang or stimulants

9

No exercise

9

No hunger

9

No restrictive diets

Unique International, Inc.
6501 E. Greenway Pkwy #102-106
Scottsdale, AZ 85254

Those extra pounds are
NOT your fault!
Studies show
that 90% of
Americans are
missing a natural nutrient that
keeps you thin.
See Page 4
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